
UNI-FLAT and UNI-CUBE
Universal Shoe Riser and Cube Mount Installation and Use Instructions

Description
These instructions apply to two different products, UNI-FLAT and 
UNI-CUBE.  Only UNI-FLAT is shown in the pictures, but the 
same principles apply to both products.

This adapter allows the use of some devices, such as the Røde 
Videomic on camcorders with a high “shoulder” to the side, such 
as JVC Everio and Panasonic PV-GS300, which have a zoom 
control that would be obstructed if the Videomic was installed.

Compatibility
This adapter should work on connect any two device that use a standard shoe mount, 
including Sony’s Intelligent Accessory Shoe, and other brand shoe mounts that use the 
universal shape but add “hot” shoe features.  Hot shoe functionality is not passed 
through.  Devices with Sony’s Active Interface Shoe are not compatible.  To make a 
compatibility or incompatibility report, please email compat@dm-accessories.com.

Handling
When working with this or any other camera or camcorder, be sure to handle them 
gently. Camcorders have precise internal components that may be damaged when 
handled improperly. Consult the camcorder's manual for details.
Installation
The base of the adapter slides into the universal shoe from the back or the front, 
depending on the device.  Once the adapter is centered, turn the square top of the 
adapter by hand until the top is snug and lines up with the direction of the camera.  If 
the tension needs to be adjusted, please use the enclosed adjustment washer kit.  Now, 
shoe-mounted microphones, lights and other accessories can be installed as they 
normally should.

Before and After Shots with a JVC Everio, UNI-FLAT and Røde Videomic:

Adapter design and these instructions are ©2007 DM-Accessories.  Brand names and 
model names are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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